Positron creation in crossed-beam collisions of high-energy, fully stripped heavy ions is investigated within the coupled-channel formalism. In comparison with fixed-target collisions of highly stripped heavy-ion projectiles positron production probabilities are enhanced by more than one order of magnitude. The increase results from the possibility to excite electrons from the negative energy continuum into all bound states. The positron spectrum is shifted towards higher energies because of the absence of electron screening. Rutherford scattering as well as nuclear collisions with time delay are investigated. We also discuss the filling of empty bound states by electrons from pair-production processes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The process of positron production in heavy-ion collisions has stimulated considerable interest since it is intimately connected to the theory of QED of strong fields. ' The combined electric charge Zu = Z , + Z T of two nuclei (projectile and target) brought closely together generates a strong electromagnetic potential which acts on the atomic electrons or, more correctly, on the electronpositron field. Theory predicts that the relativistic Dirac wave functions will be massively distorted by this potential if Zu 2 137, while simultaneously the binding energy of inner-shell states grow strongly. In collisions of two very heavy ions (e.g., U + U) the combined charge 2, can be easily chosen to reach this region. Then the shrinking of the wave functions has immediate experimental consequences. Theory predicts the excitation of inner-shell holes, 8 electrons, and positrons induced by the rapid variation of the electronic states due to the collision dynamics. These processes have been studied in several e~~e r i m e n t s * -~ and, in their gross properties, are well understood by theory if the essential relativistic effects are properly taken into account.
In this paper we will study the modification of these processes under conditions which up to now have not been reaIized in experiment. In the future it will be possible to investigate positron production in collisions of two fully ionized atoms. Such collisions of bare nuclei, e.g., uranium on uranium, can be accomplished experimentally using crossed beams of high-energy, fully stripped heavy ions moving in parallel direction with an adjustable intersection angle and thus an adjustable (small) relative velocity. This was discussed previously by Schmelzer and Greiner (see Ref. 6 ) and now in context with the Schwerionen-Synchrotron (SIS) project a t Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung, ~a r m s t a d t . ' In this paper we will discuss the qualitative, and quantitative difference between atomic positron production in fixed-targetscattering experiments and in crossed-beam experiments of bare nuclei, respectively. The formalism describing positron production in heavy-ion collisions as well as qualitative considerations are presented in Sec. 11.
The results of numerical calculations presented in Sec. 111 A demonstrate that, for bare nuclei, Pair creation will be enhanced by more than an order of magnitude due to the fact that the inner-shell states, in particular the K shell, are available as a final state for the electron. Section IV demonstrates that as a consequence the quasimolecular K shell will be filled by "capture of electrons from the vacuum" with a probability of about 1 0~' .
One important theoretical prediction has been found to be difficult to check: In a static superheavy atom with a charge value Zu > Z " 173, the binding energy of the 1s state is expected to exceed the threshold for e + e -pair creation. This is predicted to lead to a change of-the QED vacuum, signaled by the spontaneous emission of positrons. In this process an electron gets caught in the 1s state (provided that K holes are present) while a positron is emitted as a free particle. Correspondingly, in a "supercritical" heavy-ion collision the quasimolecular K shell enters the negative-energy continuum as a resonance for internuclear separations of R < R ", where R " depends on the combined charge Z u . However, even for the heaviest colliding system investigated up to now, U + Cm with Zu = 188, supercriticality (binding energy E:$, > 2 m , c 2 ) lasts only for about 2 X 10-*' s, whereas the spontaneous decay has a much longer characteristic time scale of = 10-19 s. Furthermore, dynamical pair creation due to the nuclear motion which is present also in the subcritical regime becomes sizable. In Ref. 8 a formalism has been developed which includes both "induced" and "spontaneous" positron creation. However, both parts have to be added up coherently to get measurable quantities and the latter contribution under ordinary
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01988 The American Physical Society circumstances does not lead to characteristic deviations. Consequently, the spontaneous particle-creation process remains experimentally undetectable in elastic Rutherford scattering.
To overcome this obstacle, it was d e m o n~t r a t e d~. '~ how nuclear reactions leading to a prolonged supercritical field configuration could improve the situation. In the following, we Want to retain the formalism of the semiclassical" schematic trajectory model, which has been described in Refs. 10 and 12 and which is briefly sketched in Sec. 11. These considerations have led to the following result: During a time-delayed nuclear reaction, the spontaneous positron creation process is systemati~ally enhanced while the induced mechanism only will lead to interference effects. If the delay is a few times 1 0 -~' s, both these mechanisms lead t o a narrowing of the shape of the positron spectrum.I3 Such effects have been observed experimentally in the 6-electron and positron spectra of deep-inelastic heavy-ion ~ollisions.'~ In Sec. I11 B we discuss how these time-delay effects are modified in collisions of bare nuclei.
If the achievable time delay were considerably larger ( 2 10-~' s), a line due to spontaneous positron emission would emerge in the spectrum at the kinetic positron energy Ee + = 1 E~~, ( R " , ) I -2mc2, i.e., at the position of the resonant 1s0 state below the threshold of the negative-energy c o n t i n u~m .~"~ A small fraction of delayed reactions would suffice to produce visible structures in the resulting ~~e c t r u m . '~ While the "EPOS" and "ORANGE" experimental groups at GSI indeed have detected narrow peaks in positron spectra from heavy-ion c~l l i s i o n s .~~'~ the interuretation of these structures as spontaneAus positron ehssion appears to have failed (cf. the contributions in Ref. 16) . At present there is no convincing evidence for the presence of the required long delay times. However, alternative attempts to explain the positron peaks also meet severe difficulties. Therefore, in Sec. I11 B we study the modification expected for bare nucleus experiments also for this hypothetical model to see whether more light can be thrown on the question of the positron lines by such means. Finally, in Sec. V a brief Summary will be given.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The semiclassical approximation is used to describe the dynamics of electrons and positrons during a heavy-ion collision. Our calculation is based on the time-dependent Dirac equation with the two-center potential V(r,R(t)) in monopole approximation ( I = 0 ). R( t ) is the time-dependent separation between the two nuclear centers. Equation (1) determines the motion of a single electron, initially in state i, in the external time-varying electromagnetic field of the two nuclei. At nonrelativistic bombarding energies it is appropriate to expand the wave functions Q i ( r , t ) in a complete basis 4,(r,R ) of adiabatic, molecular wave functions of the Dirac Hamiltonian. They are chosen to satisfy
In the case of fixed-target-scattering experiments we must account for screening due to target and projectile electrons. In the adiabatic Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) approximation,17 the two-center potential is taken as where Va is the Coulomb potential of the nuclei and VHFS is the self-consistent potential generated by the adiabatic many-electron state. For crossed-beam experiments with bare uranium nuclei, where no electrons are present initially, a basis 4 k ( r ,~ ) of unscreened Coulombic states must be taken.
Inserting the expansion of the time-dependent wave function Q, ( r , t ), into (1) and projecting with the corresponding states 4j(r,R 1, we are led to a set of first-order coupled differential equations for the occupation amplitudes
with the phases Neglecting electron correlations, the probability that a particle occupies a state p above the Fermi level F after the collision reads while the probability of formation of a hole in a state q below the Fermi level F i s
In accordance with standard terminology, positrons Count as holes in the negative-energy continuum. Equations (7) and (8) contain a summation over spin orientations. Only the dominant channels with j =+ will be taken into account. The position of the Fermi level F is determined by the initial conditions. Throughout we will take F = ( 3so,4p 1,2u ) for fixed-target experiments. The scattenng of bare nuclei in cross-beam collisions will be denoted by the Fermi level F =O.
The description of positron production in supercritical collisions Systems, where Zp + Z T exceeds ZN, requires a modification of this formalism which was first presented in Ref. 8 . In this description, atomic positron creation in supercritical heavy-ion collisions is found to originate from two processes which are "anschaulich" and formally well distinguished, but act coherently. Firstly, the dynamical positron emission process which is proportional to the radial velocity R of the two nuclear Centers and to the R-dependent radial matrix elements.
Secondly, spontaneous positron creation, where only the R-dependent spontaneous matrix elements enter. It does not require nuclear motion and leads, in the static limit R ( t ) =const < R ", to the exponential decay of a vacancy prepared in the quasibound l s u state. The decay width r, i s typically ofihe order of a few keV.
To summarize, for the conventional fixed-targetscattering experiment as well as for crossed beams of bare nuclei we apply the formalism sketched above to calculate atomic excitation processes. However, there are two basic differences, the consequences of which are easy to predict qualitatively.
(a) The change of the Fermi surface from F = ( 3sa,4p, ,,U ) to F =O will make a substantial difference due to the removal of Pauli blocking. In order to calculate, e.g., the creation probability for a positron of given energy, one has to sum the transition probabilities into all bound states and into the upper electron continuum, whereas only the continuum and some high-lying bound states contribute in fixed-target scattering. Transitions from the negative-energy continuum into the vacant l s a state, usually suppressed by the small probability for creating a l s u hole during nuclear approach, now have a chance to dominate the positron spectra.' Thus we expect the spontaneous, as well as the dynamical, positron production to be enhanced drastically.
(b) A second, slightly more subtle distinction between the two types of experiments lies in the absence of electron screening. For ordinary fixed-target scattering, the time-dependent atomic wave function @, (R ( t ) ) is expanded in a basis q5FFS(r,~ ) of self-consistent adiabatic quasimolecular wave functions including electron screening in the Hartree-Fock-Slater approximation. For these calculations it is assumed that only 50 electrons in the highest molecular states are missing.I7 In contrast, in collisions of bare nuclei, no electron is initially present, thus requiring an expansion of @, in quasimolecular Coulombic wave functions q 5 t b ( r ,~ ). This will leadl' to a deeper binding of electron states.
In particular, the resonant l s u state "dives" more deeply into the negative energy continuum and, at the Same time, obtains an increased resonance decay width T,.
Typical values for the binding energy E?$, and the resonance with rR of the supercritical 1s state in a U + U quasiatom are given in Table I . The absence of screening in the fully ionized system increases the binding energy by about 100 keV. At the same time we notice an increase of the spontaneous decay width T, by a factor of about 3.5 for R = 18 fm and of about 2.7 for R = 16.5 fm, respectively, when switching off the electron-electron interaction. Thus the spontaneous positron creation proba- In the following we Want to discuss these effects more quantitatively, namely, for the case of U + U scattering at two center-of-mass kinetic energies of the colliding nuclei, E", = 680 and 740 MeV. These energies correspond to E", =5.7 and 6.2 MeV/u, respectively, when bombarding stationary uranium targets with uranium ions. In crossed-beam collisions, the relative angle between the uranium beams and the kinetic energy of the high-energy particles have to be adjusted such as to obtain the desired kinematical conditions. For eight impact Parameters ( b =O up to b=40 fm), transitions between more than 6 bound states, 15 upper continuum, and 30 lower continuum states, both for the s ,, and p ,,, angular momentum channels ( K = + 1 and K = -I), have been calculated.
QUANTITATIVE DIFFERENCES IN POSITRON CREATION
A. Rutherford scattering
We first Want to discuss the positron yields for elastic U + U scattering assuming that the nuclei move along ordinary Rutherford trajectories. Figure 1 shows the positron spectra at EX1 = 740 MeV for various impact parameters between 0 and 40 fm. For head-on collisions, b =0, the maximum differential emission probability dPe / d~~ I I ," will be enhanced by a factor of about 30, namely, from 6.2X 1 0 -~ keV-' for conventional scattering [ Fig. l(a) ] up to 1 . 7 6~ 1oP5 kev-' for bare nuclei [ Fig. l(b) ]. To explain this large increase it is important to remember that in the collision of bare nuclei, two vacancies, due to spin degeneracy, are already present in the quasimolecular lso state, while in fixed-target scattering the probability for dynamically produced Isu holes at the distance of closest approach (R =2a ) is only about 0.055 (normalized to 2). Thus the maximum differential emission probability in the s /, channel rises drastically by more than one of magnitude. For the p ,"
channel the effect is smaller (due to the larger 2pl/,u hole probability in conventional scattering): its contribution increase by a factor of about 10. For the lower bombarding energy of EE1=680 MeV we find an even stronger increase in the positron spectra by a factor of about 40, namely, from 4X 10-' to 1 . 6~ 1 0 -~ kev-'.
In more distant collisions, here for 740 MeV relative kinetic energy, the enhancement factor increases from about 30 in central collisions (as discussed for b=O) to about 65 in medium-impact parameter collisions ( b e 2 5 fm) and up to a factor of about 130 in peripheral collisions at b 5 4 0 fm. This effect again is caused by the strong suppression of positron creation in conventional peripheral scattering due to the rapidly falling K-vacancy probabilities with b. For all impact parameters calculated, the position of the maximum in the energy distribution of induced positrons is shifted towards higher kinetic positron energies. Since the binding energies are considerably larger in collisions of bare nuclei due to the absence of screening as discussed above, the corresponding positron spectra exhibit a shift of about 40-50 keV towards higher kinetic positron energies.
All features discussed so far are revealed also in the spectra of emitted positrons originating from Rutherford scattering of U + U in finite angular windows: the increase in probability, being most pronounced for distant collisions, the energetic shift of the spectral maximum towards higher kinetic energies, and furthermore (not visible in a linear plot like Fig. I ), a steeper decrease in the high-energy tail of the spectrum.
Pair creation with the electron ending up in the K shell is the dominant effect in the scattering of bare nuclei (see also discussion in Sec. IV). However, not only the dynamically induced Part of the positron spectrum is enhanced, but also the contribution from spontaneous positron creation is enhanced. This will become more transparent in Sec. I11 B. collisions with time delay. Since we Want to investigate this contribution, we have applied the schematic trajectory model for the nuclear motion during a prolonged reaction as described in Refs. 10 and 12. The two nuclei approach each other on a hyperbolic Rutherford trajectory prescribed by the initial bombarding energy E , " and the impact parameter b. At the distance of closest approach R,,, or some other characteristic distance R o they stay together for a period of time T, which can be varied as a free parameter. After this time interval has elapsed the two nuclei separate and escape to infinity on another Rutherford half-trajectory, where we may allow for angular momentum and energy dissipation during the nuclear contact.
Positron spectra dP /dEo + for pure Rutherford scattering, i.e., T =0, and for various values of the nuclear delay time in the interval T = 10-'' to 10-' O s are displayed in Fig. 2 . The results refer to head-0x1 U + U collisions at a center-of-mass kinetic energy E",=740 MeV. In both cases, conventional scattering [ Fig. 2(a) ] and bare nuclei [ Fig. 2(b) ], excitation rates increase monotonically with growing delay time T. There are quantitative differences, however, since in the latter case the availability of K vacancies favors the spontaneous e + creation mechanism leading to a more pronounced increase with T. This effect Is particularly visible for small delay times, where the rates in ordinary collisions remain nearly constant while bare collisions already lead to a significant increase. For example, for the time T = 1 X 10-" s, a value which can be realistically attained in deep-inelastic coll i s i o n~, '~> '~ the respective enhancement factors are 1.8 versus 1.18 . At the hypothetical larger value T = 1 X 10-' O s of the delay time, the factors are 15 and 7.
For asymptotically long nuclear reaction times T >>fi/l?, , the total emission probability in the spontaneous line will be 0.055 and about 2 per collision, according to the available number of holes in the lsa state. 
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For higher center-of-mass collision energies, the increase in the maximum differential emission probability as well as in the total positron probability will be smaller since here the l s a hole probability P", (R , , , =2a is larger already in conventional scattering. The opposite holds true for lower bombarding energies. A more realistic model for the nuclear reaction process has to account for the fact that the nuclear delay time will follow a distribution function instead of having a fixed value AS an example, Fig. 3 shows the resulting positron spectra calculated with an exponential time distribution
Mean time values of r = 1 to 4X 1 0 -~' s have been used. The qualitative behavior is similar to that found for fixed delay times T.
The spectra displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 also reveal the energetic shift of the resonant-lsa state within the lower electron continuum due to the absence of electron screening. With increasing nuclear delay time T, the position of the spontaneous positron line shifts from the dynamically caused probability maximum Ee + 1 ", -400 and 450 keV, respectively, to the position of the resonant state, i.e., EI + =E]' ( R, ) -2mc 2 , cf. Table I. In the asymptotic limit this would yield maxima at 140 and 250 keV, respectively, for EreI =680 MeV, and 180 and 290 keV, respectively, for E",=740 MeV. The observation of this charge-state dependence of the positron line structure would constitute a direct proof that they are of atomic origin.
Finally, let us review the attempts to explain the positron line structures observed at GSI (ref. 5) within the framework of spontaneous positron production. In Refs. 10 it was demonstrated how a small fraction q 5 1 0 -~ of nuclear reactions with very long delay times T > 3 X 10-~' s can produce a narrow-peak structure resembling the positron spectra measured in U + U and U + Cm collisions. Meanwhile. additional line structures have been found which appear also in subcritical collisions and which do not conform with the energy systematics expected for spontaneous positron production. Furthermore, correlated e + e --events have been d i~c o v e r e d . '~ While there are mariy speculative attempts to interpret the data, at present the question has to be considered Open, cf. Ref.
16.
Nuclear-physics calculations on the interaction of very heavy nuclei at energies very close to the Coulomb barrier are highly model dependent. The existence of "pockets" in the internuclear potential21 has been discussed and collisions with sticking times longer than those known from deep-inelastic collisions are not ruled out. In principle, some of the observed line structures still may be related to such an effect. Therefore it is not without interest to studv how this mechanism would be modified in collisions of bare nuclei.
As an illustrative example, Fig. 4 shows a hypothetical superposition of a positron spectrum originating from Rutherford scattering of U + U at E", =740 MeV in an angular window of 6"=90"$i6" and the spectrum of spontaneous positrons from nuclear molecule formation of sharp lifetime T = 5 X 10-" s with a nuclear-reaction cross section 0 ,~ ( 6 ) 
with internuciear separation R = 2 a ) have been chosen quite arbitrarily so that no quantitative predictions are intended. Nevertheless one can note that the scattering of bare nuclei would allow to conclude definitely whether (some of) the observed positron lines are related to the K shell of the united atom. A drastic increase in intensity and, perhaps even more significantly, an energy shift would signal such an origin.
IV. THE FILLING OF EMPTY BOUND STATES
In Sec. I11 we have shown that the existente of empty inner-shell electron states in scattering of bare uranium ions amplifies the positron creation processes. This is due to the fact that they serve as dominant final states for electrons from pair creation. In Table 11 , column 3, we have summarized the impact-parameter-dependent probabilities ppbYund to excite an electron from the negativeenergy continuum into an empty bound state for the two relative kinetic energies E", = 740 and 680 MeV. Impact Parameters b = O up to b = 4 0 fm have been chosen. The probability to excite into an s state is larger by factors between 6 and 20 compared to the corresponding probability for excitation into a p state. The sum of both angular momentum contributions (column 3) is nearly the same as the total positron production probability P o + (column 41, the latter being defined as the energy integ;al of the differential positron production probability. That is, almost all electrons from dynamical and spontaneous pair-production processes are captured into inner-shell bound states.
The table also shows the influence of the Pauli blocking on the total positron probabilities. The probabilities of electron capture from the vacuum are easily measured independently by detecting the charge change of the beam, provided that electroncapture processes from the rest gas in the ion accelerator can be neglected. The total capture cross section o e f n d , obtained by integrating the corresponding probabilities over impact Parameter, amounts to 125 and 105 mb for the two collision energies. In collisions with filled inner shells, the integrated positron creation cross section is only 2.8 or 2.3 mb, respectively. Note that our values ~e f nd and oynd are inclusive quantities, encompassing single-electron and multielectron capture. However, in view of the small absolute values of the capture probabilities, single-electron final states will make the dominant contribution in the present case.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied positron creation in collisions of crossed beams of two bare uranium nuclei, contrasting the fixed-target-scattering experiments with highly stripped ion collisions carried out at present. Calculating positron spectra within the coupled-channel formalism we have shown that the absence of electron screening causes a -50-keV shift of the spectral maximum towards higher kinetic energies in pure Rutherford scattering and a 2 100-keV shift in time-delayed heavy-ion scatteringthe exact values depending on the nuclear dynamics.
Furthermore, since transitions from the negativeenergy continuum into the vacant bound states, especially the two l s a states, are no longer suppressed by the small probabilities for having created a I s u hole, positron production probabilities increase by a factor of -30, e.g., in 740-MeV central collisions and by up t o a factor of -130 in distant (b = 4 0 fm) collisions assuming pure Rutherford scattering. In this way we have shown that innershell states, if brought empty into the collision, will represent the dominant final states for electrons from pair production.
Using a schematic model we also have studied collisions with time delays resulting from nuclear scattering. In fully ionized collisions, positron production is dominated by the contribution from the 1s state. Since this contribution in supercritical collisions systems is sensitive t o the duration of the period of supercriticality, an increase in intensity will be visible already at modest values of the delay time. This was demonstrated for the value T -1 0 -~' s which can be achieved in deep-inelastic collisions.
Hypothetical collisions with very long delay times would produce narrow positron lines due to the spontaneous decay mechanism. Whether some of the observed positron lines5 are related t o this mechanism could be decided by using fully ionized collisions. A strong rise in intensity and a shift in line energy to higher values are predicted.
Putting aside possible experimental difficulties, the scattering of bare nuclei in crossed-beam experiments thus seems to be encouraging tool t o yield additional information on inner shells in superheavy atomic systems. We finally note that part of the enhancement of positron production discussed in this paper can be achieved already in collisions with a fully ionized projectile impinging on a stationary neutral target atom since here, on the average, one hole is transferred t o the quasimolecular I s o state.
